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In 2017, Annabelle has been quoted and featured by 



MEDIA KIT

In 2018, Annabelle has been quoted and featured by 

[Jakarta, Indonesia] [Iran]



Founder and CEO, NeuralBay

Annabelle is the founder of NeuralBay, an 

Artificial Intelligence company, that specialises 

in vision analytics. She focuses on detection 

and recognition software related to humans, 

objects and text, and offers complementary 

plug-and-play hardware for image capturing 

and edge processing. Annabelle does 

consultancy for A.I. driven solutions for MNCs 

across the region and was previously the 

founding CEO of SmartCow, a hardware 

company specialised in the deployment of A.I. 

http://linkedin.com/IN/ANNABELLEKWOK/


Black-belt in Taekwondo & licensed windsurfer 

Went to North Korea in 2018 to run a race in the Kim Il

Sung Stadium in front of 50,000 cheering North Koreans. 

Flown to meet with U.S. President, Barack Obama 

Represented Singapore on a Tsunami Relief Mission to

Phuket 

Took a solo trip to Togo (West Africa) to work  

with NGOs on women empowerment, malaria,  

HIV and drug-abuse 

Wish granter at Make-A-Wish Foundation 

Built electronics for National Geographic & WWF

events/shows and appeared on international television 

Joined & performed with the circus; can juggle and spin

plates 

Graduated with a bachelor's degree in Mathematics 

Has 7 guitars, 4 harmonicas, a piano, violin, saxophone,

and djembe 



Beyond Neural Nets: Deploying Deep Learning in the Field

Neural Nets: The State of AI 

In the years to come, as technology continues to evolve and the amount of user-

generated data increases, businesses will have to employ even more sophisticated AI

to parse the data in order to target customers more effectively as well as understand

other crucial data points.



Deploying Deep Learning with Edge Computing 

When it comes to deployment of Deep Learning for industrial applications, clients 

are looking for a secure and reliable option to perform analytics on confidential

information. Edge computing is an emerging paradigm which uses local computing 

to enable analytics at the source of your data. With the full ability to operate without

the need for internet connectivity, the jump from outsourcing dedicated servers on

the cloud to owning your own edge computing device by SmartCow, puts AI on the

edge at an affordable price.



Machine Learning & AI for Services 

With the advent of digital disruption, Machine Learning and AI-based offerings are 

creating a significant buzz for their ability to predict and fulfill client expectations. 

Intelligent algorithms backed by big data and predictive analytics are enabling banks

and other institutions to create personalized customer experiences- including

intelligent robo-advisors, automated underwriting, contextually aware personal

agents and chatbots--that mimic human judgment to enrich client experience.



Introduction to Artificial Intelligence and How To Get Started

Hype or Hope and Is there an AI Bubble 



Deploying Deep Learning with Edge Computing 

When it comes to deployment of Deep Learning for industrial applications, clients 

are looking for a secure and reliable option to perform analytics on confidential

information. Edge computing is an emerging paradigm which uses local computing 

to enable analytics at the source of your data. With the full ability to operate without

the need for internet connectivity, the jump from outsourcing dedicated servers on

the cloud to owning your own edge computing device by SmartCow, puts AI on the

edge at an affordable price.



Building Your First A.I. Application (And How You Can Win A Zombie Apocalypse With

It) 

Attendees will get a glimpse into the world of Artificial Intelligence, understanding

what it takes to implement A.I. for business applications and the learning resources

they can follow up with post-workshop. In the second-half of the workshop,

attendees will be thrown into a zombie apocalypse scenario and will have to build a

video analytics application using various Google Vision APIs (landmark, object, text,

and face recognition) to ensure the survival of humanity.



Hello World to AI: How a 24 year old built her company 

At 8 years old, Annabelle won her first robotics competition for a robot that moved

and drew a star. Today, she has won competitions by A*Star and Nvidia, been

nominated for the MIT technology review’s award for 35 Innovators Under 35, worked

with big international brand names like National Geographic, and even flown to meet

with Barack Obama. Annabelle will be sharing her journey and what drives her to

explore the technologies of the future. 



Beyond the Textbook: Story of a Circus Performer who went on to build Singapore’s

Leading Artificial Intelligence Company. 

Circus, musical theatre, nuns, Artificial Intelligence, an aggressive chicken and Ricky

Martin all have one thing in common - Annabelle. Come listen to Annabelle share her

adventures through these seemingly unconnected topics and how they all helped her

in her journey to build Singapore’s leading artificial intelligence company where she

trains computers in the art of stalking, more commonly known as facial recognition.



Annabelle will be sharing her knowledge on Artificial Intelligence and experience on

working with enterprises in this 30 minute live radio segment. The recordings will be

broadcasted again over the next 3 days, including the weekends. 

TEN4TEN is a pitch challenge for Festival of Disruptors. Teams will compete for a 

US$10,000 prize award, and an opportunity to work with sponsoring organisations 

such as Marriott International and the Singapore government, to develop, customise 

and launch their idea into the targeted market. The team Annabelle mentored 

clinched the top prize, winning the US$10,000.



A speaker panel event hosted by the NYU alumni group and Singularity University, 

and co-organised by the Singapore alumni groups from Cornell, Harvard, HKUST, 

Oxford, University of London, UC Berkeley, Columbia, and Northwestern Kellogg. 

The future of AI will promote progress at an exponential rate.  This talk will examine 

the disruptive nature of automation and the way organizations can react and adapt 

effectively within that change.  Panelists will be presenting on this idea through a 

cross-sector approach so many industry professionals will benefit from this talk that 

looks at how tech can promote positive change and impact in all Organisations. 



Artificial Intelligence changes the elemental ways we set up businesses and operate as 

a society. With new findings being published every week, A.I. is presently in a largely 

malleable space, where companies are still unfamiliar with precisely how to translate 

these research into industrial applications and the general public having an inflated 

perception of what this technology can do. Annabelle will be speaking from her 

experience on developing custom A.I. solutions for clients across Asia, weighing in on 

the hype around A.I. and its promise of a smarter future.

Annabelle joins radio presenter/producer, Eugene Loh, to discuss the can-dos and

cannot-dos about Artificial Intelligence.



Annabelle will be on live television, sharing some insights on the advances and 

sentiments about Artificial Intelligence, and some of the work she does, on Channel 

NewsAsia, broadcasted internationally (Singapore, Thailand, Hongkong, etc.) 

First Look Asia is a 2-hour breakfast programme that combines all the latest in world, 

business and sports news with lifestyle topics. We scour the Internet to find out 

what’s trending online and review regional dailies to see how they’re covering issues 

pertinent to Asia. Each day, we have a special segment covering food, travel, 

technology, cars, property and health – all the things that matter. Wake up with us – 

every weekday morning 7am - 9am SG/HK. 



Adopting Artificial Intelligence For Your Business 

There's a lot of hype in the media today about the advances of Artificial Intelligence,

which is a promising piece of technology that could potentially disrupt our work and

lives. But despite all this hype, the sad truth is that most of these innovations are

locked away in research labs or protect by patents in large corporations. It will take

some time before it reaches your hands. In this talk, Annabelle will be sharing on a

how-to guide on how you can get started with implementing an AI driven solution for

your company, and highlight the key components to look out for.



In celebration of International Women's day, Bloomberg organised a Women in Tech 

Panel Discussion & Mentorship session to inspire the audience of 75 female students 

to take on the STEAM (Science, Tech, Engineering, Arts, Maths) route and become 

female leaders in the future. Moderated by Juliette Saly, Bloomberg News reporter 

and Radio anchor.

Hello World to AI: How a 25-Year Old Built Her company 

Annabelle was invited to conduct a 1.5hr talk in Shanghai to NYU students and 

members of the public. The talk was co-sponsored by the Center for Business 

education and Research.



The future of Artificial Intelligence 

The Silk Road Conference is the first gathering of Iranian startup ecosystem with 

international communities. Annabelle was invited to Iran to speak on the applications 

of Artificial Intelligences and address common misconceptions. She was joined on the 

panel with fellow A.I. researchers and developers from France, Japan, Canada and 

Iran. 



Technology For Better Understanding Through Digital Information Analytics 

Getting technology into the hands of people and countries that need it most can help 

improve many fields, including advertising fields, as we know digital ecosystem in 

Indonesia has now improved significantly which create 61 million digital internet 

users which is, it’s a potential huge to be reached in any industries, on this case, 

digital analytics in advertising become one of industry that has developed more 

comprehensive and advance that allow other industries knowing better of their own 

persona, consumer and brand with important metrics which can be measured with 

the analytics, but how far the technology impact the digital analytics that have the 

ability to offer many measurements that other industry need? And how advertising 

innovate their way to understand the user better than before? 



Oracle Code is a free event organised in multiple cities across the world for 

developers to learn about the latest developer technologies, practices, and trends. 

Learn from technical experts, industry leaders, and other developers in keynotes, 

sessions, and hands-on labs. Experience cloud development technology in the Code 

Lounge with workshops and other live, interactive experiences and demos.



Keynote Speaker, Singapore Expo Hall 7

7 JUL -  CAMPUS PARTY (1ST EDITION IN ASIA)

Artificial Intelligence: A Close Look at Boob Cleavage 
We will be teaching the computer to discern how ‘deep’ should your V-neck tshirt or 
Bikini be, and bringing you through the entire process of developing a Neural 
Network model from data collection to implementation. Audience participation is 
encouraged, but knowing you guys, we will have a mannequin on stage to test the 
limits of what the computer thinks is socially acceptable, or not. Join us, because it 
will be massive amounts of fun :)  

2018 SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS



Art Installation, Singapore Expo Hall 7

7 JUL -  CAMPUS PARTY (1ST EDITION IN ASIA)

Fortune Reading: Facial Scanning 
“Wah! So high-tech ah?” Yes, we are digitizing this traditional industry and saving you 
the trip to the feng shui master. This technology is powered by Artificial Intelligence, 
meaning that 50% is artificial and 50% of it is actual intelligence. Nonetheless, drop by 
the free Facial Scanning booth for some fun and compare fortunes with your friends :) 

2018 SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Speaker, Asia Society Hong Kong Center, Hong Kong

10 JUL -  RISE CONFERENCE BY PICTET

Building Great Companies in Asia, a view from investors and entrepreneurs 
Moderated by David Rowan, Founding editor-in-chief of WIRED UK, Annabelle will 
join the panel to discuss the technological trends and challenges to build a 
progressive company in Asia. 













































Annabelle was on the
magazine cover for the
May 2018 issue of
Singapore Tatler

To read the article, please visit: 

https://sg.asiatatler.com/generation- 

t/the-way-finder-annabelle-kwok 

https://sg.asiatatler.com/generation-t/the-way-finder-annabelle-kwok


Full-page article on
Singapore's highest-selling
newspaper on Annabelle's
personal journey

To read the full story, please 

visit: https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/t 

echnopreneur-and-a-chiongster 

https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/technopreneur-and-a-chiongster


The New Paper is the
highest distributing free-
of-charge newspaper in
Singapore. Article on
Annabelle's personal
journey. 

To read the article, please visit: 

https://www.tnp.sg/news/singapore/s 

hes-25-and-already-founder-two- 

tech-start-ups 

https://www.tnp.sg/news/singapore/shes-25-and-already-founder-two-tech-start-ups


Annabelle was listed as 
one of the five 
Southeast Asian 
Entrepreneurs to keep 
an eye on

https://www.techinasia.com/video-5- 

entrepreneurs-25-and-under-in-asia

https://www.techinasia.com/video-5-entrepreneurs-25-and-under-in-asia


Annabelle was listed as
one of the fifty influential
innovators and disruptive
talents in Singapore.

https://sg.asiatatler.com/generation- 

t/2018-list/annabellekwok 

https://sg.asiatatler.com/generation-t/2018-list/annabellekwok


Annabelle weighs in on the 
A.I. scene & shares details 
of her work 

International TV broadcast 
(Singapore, Thailand, 

Hongkong, etc.)

http://www.channelnewsasia.com/ne 

ws/catch-up-tv/first-look- 

asia/tech/tech-know-intelligent- 

businesses-9381990 

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent-group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks


Feature Article written 
on Annabelle's journey

Internal Newsletter within Certis

Cisco. Not accessible to the public.

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent-group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks


Singapore SmartCow wins 
NVIDIA Inception Retail 
Competition

https://www.nvidia.com/blog/ntc/singapore- 

smartcow-wins-nvidia-inception-retail- 

competition/ 



Article by GovTech on 
Annabelle's talk at 
Festival of Disruptors 

https://www.tech.gov.sg/TechNews/Opini

ons/2017/11/Using-artificial-intelligence-

to-make-real-world-connections 

https://www.tech.gov.sg/TechNews/Opinions/2017/11/Using-artificial-intelligence-to-make-real-world-connections


Mentioned by the Infocomm 
Development Authority of 
Singapore

https://www.facebook.com/imtalents 

g/posts/1595421143810585

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent-group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks


Featured on article about 
Edge Computing

https://sg.news.yahoo.com/edge-computing- 

why-future-internet-010040144.html 





Article covering Panel 
Discussion at Echelon Asia 
Summit 2017

https://sg.news.yahoo.com/live-echelon-ai- 

startups-communicate-extend-tech- 

094143982.html 





Featured as one of the 
highlights for Echelon Asia 
Summit 2017

https://sg.news.yahoo.com/10-things-check- 

echelon-asia-summit-2017-accessed- 

000041863.html 





Annabelle's resignation from 
SmartCow

https://e27.co/captains-log-ratan-tata-says-

indian-startups-not-disruptive-enough- 

20171012/ 

https://e27.co/captains-log-ratan-tata-says-indian-startups-not-disruptive-enough-20171012/


Feature article on SmartCow & 
Annabelle's personal journey

To read the full story, please visit: 

https://www.techinasia.com/raspberry-pi-for- 

ai-startup-smartcow 

https://www.techinasia.com/raspberry-pi-for-ai-startup-smartcow


Feature interview article on 
Annabelle's personal journey

To read the full story, please visit: 

https://gofiee.com/interview/annabelle-kwok- 

i-am-driven-by-curiosity/ 

https://gofiee.com/interview/annabelle-kwok-i-am-driven-by-curiosity/


Feature interview article on 
Annabelle's personal journey

To read the full story, please visit:  

http://www.hnworth.com/article/2017/10/27/an 

nabelle-kwok-smartcow-neuralbay/ 

http://www.hnworth.com/article/2017/10/27/annabelle-kwok-smartcow-neuralbay/


Quoted in the article:  

"5 Leaders on the Skills Needed
To Succeed In These Major
Industries"

To read the article, please visit: 

https://sg.asiatatler.com/generation-t/5- 

leaders-on-the-skills-and-qualities-you-need- 

to-enter-the-industry 

https://sg.asiatatler.com/generation-t/5-leaders-on-the-skills-and-qualities-you-need-to-enter-the-industry


Quoted in the Media: 

Article written on 
Annabelle's talk at 
Echelon 2017

https://e27.co/ai-startups-need-to- 

communicate-the-extend-of-their- 

tech-20170629/ 

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent-group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks


SmartCow's Founder, 
an "under-rated thought 
leader"

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent- 

group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks 

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent-group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks


Quoted in the Media: 

Annabelle shares her 
thoughts on the A.I. 
Industry 

http://techwireasia.com/2017/07/artifi 

cial-intelligence-long-way-go-hype- 

hope/#qT1I80CB9zxpCqOI.97 

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent-group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks


Interviewed on Industrial 
Applications of Artificial 
Intelligence

https://www.asianscientist.com/2017/ 

07/features/sginnovate-ai-swiss- 

army-knife/  

http://mailchi.mp/e27/30percent-group-buys-4-speakers-5-tracks


Article on Female
Programmers

To read the article, please visit: 

https://vulcanpost.com/632539/three- 

female-coders-singapore/ 

https://www.techinasia.com/video-5-entrepreneurs-25-and-under-in-asia


SmartCow described as 
the "up-and-coming startup" 
by Founder of Re.Work

To watch the video, please visit 

https://www.youtube.com/watch? 

v=m1QftHjKeEs 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m1QftHjKeEs


https://www.linkedin.com/feed/ 

update/urn:li:activity:62636857338 

44914176/ 

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6263685733844914176/


Mentioned on Nordic News

http://scandasia.com/finnish-initiated- 

women-in-tech-singapore-returns/ 

http://scandasia.com/finnish-initiated-women-in-tech-singapore-returns/


in Apr/May 17 issue of 
Traffic Technology 
International Magazine

To read the magazine, please visit 

http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/ 

0d084327#/0d084327/70 

http://viewer.zmags.com/publication/0d084327#/0d084327/70













